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Abstract: By identifying useful relationships between massive datasets, association rule mining can
provide new insights to decision-makers. Item assignment models based on association between
items are used to place items in a retail or e-commerce environment to increase sales. However,
existing models fail to combine these associations with item-specific information, such as profit and
purchasing frequency. To find effective assignments with item-specific information, we propose
a new hybrid genetic algorithm that incorporates a robust tabu search with a novel rectangular
partially matched crossover, focusing on rectangular layouts. Interestingly, we show that our item
assignment model is equivalent to popular quadratic assignment NP-hard problems. We show the
effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, using benchmark instances from QAPLIB and synthetic
databases that represent real-life retail situations, and compare our algorithm with other existing
algorithms. We also show that the proposed crossover operator outperforms a few existing ones in
both fitness values and search times. The experimental results show that not only does the proposed
item assignment model generates a more profitable assignment plan than the other tested models
based on association alone but it also obtains better solutions than the other tested algorithms.

Keywords: association rules; cross-selling; item assignment; hybrid genetic algorithm

1. Introduction

Association rule mining uncovers interesting patterns that may exist within large
amounts of co-occurring elements in a dataset. These interesting patterns include frequent
items, association rules, and association rule classifiers that establish relationships between
the co-occurring elements or transaction data. A typical association rule consists of an
antecedent (or condition) and a consequent (or result), which have a conditional connection
such as “if a condition event takes place, how likely a result event is.” Due to the existence of
transaction data in many industries, association rule mining has been employed in various
fields, including item placement, web usage mining, product portfolio identification, cross-
selling, and fault diagnosis [1–5]. Extracting significant association between customer
and product form [6], disease prediction [7], software defect prediction [8], and pollution
monitoring in intelligent cities is also possible using weighted association rule mining [9].
When applying association rule mining to the referred fields, the principles are the same:
we wish to discover items that frequently occur together in a database and, subsequently
from these frequent items, generate association rules that satisfy a minimum constraint.

One representative application of association rule mining is market basket analysis,
which identifies interesting purchasing patterns [10]. Association rule mining has been
used in various settings that are related to market basket analysis. Brijs et al. developed
association rules considering business values in item assortment analysis [11]. In a manu-
facturing context, researchers developed cell formation approaches based on association
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rule mining in cellular manufacturing systems for parts and machines. Chen used as-
sociation rule induction to find effective configurations for machines [12], and Liu et al.
proposed uncertain association rule mining to incorporate essential production factors
such as operation sequences [13]. Association rule mining was also adopted to develop an
order clustering approach in distribution centers [14]. Beheshtian-Ardakani used customer
loyalty and market segmentation variables for item bundling [15]. The item assignment
problem in retail was suggested as a practical application of market basket analysis [1]. Item
assignment in retail involves finding effective assignments in a given layout to maximize
the chance of cross-selling. A basic principle of item assignment for cross-selling is to place
associated items in close proximity, thereby encouraging the sale of such items.

In most applications of association rule mining, including those mentioned above,
all items in a dataset are treated uniformly. However, in a retail business, e.g., item-
specific information such as cost, price, and sales volume are easily obtainable and quite
important. Commonly, managers place emphasis on specific items; e.g., if some items
are more profitable, they become more interested. Indeed, the approach of weighting
items has been explored by many researchers. Cai et al. suggested weighting frequent
items in a database during mining [16], and Tao et al. proposed weighted association
rule mining to efficiently generate frequent items [17]. Khan et al. also used weighted
association rule mining for datasets with binary and quantitative attributes in weighted
settings [18]. Pears et al. generated weight assignments automatically by formulating
a model that considers the relationship between items [19]. Utility itemsets or utility
rules based on profit were introduced in a market basket analysis [20]. Heydari et al.
also formulated a non-linear binary programming problem with weighted associations
incorporating interaction information between items with utility information such as unit
profit and selling possibility for each item, solving it by a genetic algorithm [21]. While
these weighting approaches offer insight into an item assignment for a given layout, they
failed to include item–item associations with item-specific information. It would be more
realistic and desirable if an item assignment method could incorporate the existence of
practical item-specific information, such as profit and sales volume. In Heydari et al., they
took into consideration difference in selling possibility depending on allocated location,
but we, ignoring such difference, rather focus on interaction among items depending on
distance. The rationale is that we focus on practical settings with numerous sites and
items as in retail and e-commerce. This study utilized association rule mining in the item
assignment problem in a setting with a given layout by considering the weights of items
according to profit and frequency counts.

Specifically, this study aimed to improve the existing approaches of association rule
mining for the item assignment problem using the following two criteria. First, an item
assignment plan must consider not only the strength of correlation between items but also
the profit incurred by cross-selling. The measure of association between items is called lift.
Assuming that X and Y are the antecedent and consequent for item sets, respectively, lift
(X→ Y) measures the possibility of cross-selling Y given that X was previously purchased.
The measure lift (X → Y) can be also written as P(X ∩ Y)/(P(X)P(Y), which relates to
point-wise mutual information. When lift (item A→ item B) and lift (item A→ item C)
have the same association strength, item A can be located next to either item B or item
C. However, if the profit gained by cross-selling item B with item A is higher than by
cross-selling item C with item A, it is reasonable that item A should be located next to item
B to maximize sales.

Second, an assignment plan also needs to consider the purchasing frequency of items.
Since the association among items is expressed as a ratio of probabilities, it is possible that
lower frequency items have a stronger association with each other than higher frequency
items. From an economic viewpoint, weakly correlated items with a high frequency can be
more valuable than strongly associated items with a low frequency. In other words, items
with low profit can still be beneficial to retailers if the items are sold quite frequently.
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Given layouts and item-purchase frequencies, an effective item arrangement is quite
important as well. The task of finding an effective item assignment, which is computa-
tionally intensive, involves searching for the best assignment with the highest potential
for cross-selling. Solvable by searching for all assignments in a factorial way, the item
assignment problem can be viewed as a special case of the quadratic assignment problem
(QAP) [22], which can be formulated as a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP), a
well-known combinatorial optimization problem. QAP is NP-hard, so no exact algorithm
can solve the problem in polynomial time. An exact algorithm for QAP such as branch-
and-bound and cutting plane methods is possible for a small size n. Recently, numerous
researches have been made to develop well-performing heuristic and metaheuristic meth-
ods, which can find high-quality solutions in a reasonable time but with no optimality
guaranteed. Taillard proposed robust tabu search (RTS) producing high-quality solutions
with fast comparison of neighborhood in 0(n2) instead of 0(n3), in which n is the problem
size [23]. Benlic et al. proposed breakout local search (BLS), which exploits local search
and adaptive perturbation strategies to explore the search space [24]. Their subsequent
research also presented a population-based memetic algorithm for QAP, which integrates
BLS within the population-based evolutionary algorithm. Dokeroglu proposed hybrid
teaching-learning-based optimization using RTS, called as TLBO-RTS, in which two phases
of exploration and exploitation exist: all individuals are trained by TLBO algorithm in
the first phase and further exploited by RTS [25]. Dokeroglu et al. also proposed an
RTS-integrated artificial bee colony (ABC) optimization for QAP (ABC-QAP), a population-
based algorithm inspired by the behavior of honeybees [26]. Hybrid genetic algorithm
with hierarchical iterated tabu search was proposed to solve for the solution of QAP [27].
In addition, cited heuristic algorithms directly are also applicable to urban transportation
networks such as vehicle routing problem and ridesharing user equilibrium problem [28]
since they also can be formulated as MILP. Whale optimization algorithm combined with
tabu search was proposed for green vehicle routing problem [29].

This study proposes not only an item assignment model incorporating lift, profit,
and frequency for the effective assignment of items but also a hybrid genetic algorithm
for finding better combinations of item assignments. The proposed model unifies profit
and frequency as weighting coefficients of associations among items. Since the scales of
profit and frequency may be different depending on the problems, in order to make them
dimensionless, relative profit and frequency were used instead of absolute values. To find
effective item assignments, we propose a hybrid GA among various heuristic algorithms
that incorporate a robust tabu search. We adopt genetic algorithm due to its advantages of
fast convergence, easy implementation, and competitive performance when combined with
proper local search [30,31]. In the hybrid GA, we propose a special crossover, rectangular
partially matched crossover, that is suitable for reflecting a physical layout form.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the item assignment
model. Section 3 explains the effect of profit and frequency in an environment with a given
layout and defines the weighted item assignment model. Section 4 describes the proposed
algorithm. Section 5 presents experimental results. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Item Assignment Model

The purpose of item assignment is to determine the most effective in-store locations
of items to maximize the possibility of cross-selling. In practice, item assignment based
on association rule mining starts by grouping sub-items; that is, sub-items are classified
into different categories. Grouping sub-items allows the association information to remain
useful, even if some sub-items are discontinued. Usually, the group information of sub-
items is predetermined; e.g., diapers and pacifiers are to be grouped as “baby” items. The
strengths of the associations are measured across these grouped items.

We apply lift, a measure of association, to represent the possibility of cross-selling.
Let X and Y be sets of items. Assuming that Pr(X) is the probability of containing X in a
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transaction database and Pr(Y|X) is the conditional probability of including Y together
when a transaction contained X, lift (X→ Y) is defined as shown in Equation (1):

li f t(X → Y) = Pr(Y|X)/Pr(Y) =
Pr(X ∩Y)

Pr(X)Pr(Y)
. (1)

Lift (X→ Y) measures how much the possibility of purchasing Y increases after buying
X rather than buying Y alone. If lift (X → Y) is greater than 1, then X and Y, positively
correlated, can be placed together for cross-selling.

Let us assume that n items are to be located at n sites, with one item at each site. Let
I = {I1, I2, . . . , In} be the set of items and S = {S1, S2, . . . , Sn} be the set of sites. Suppose
that xij is 1 (one) if item Ii is located at site Sj and 0 (zero) otherwise, and yij is 1 if site Si is
adjacent to Sj and 0 otherwise. For a given layout, yij is given, and xij is a decision variable.
The item assignment model can be stated as shown in Equation (2):

Maximize ∑i 6=j,k 6=l li f t
(

Ii → Ij
)
× xik × xjl × ykl

Subject to ∑n
i=1 xik = 1, k = 1, . . . , n,

∑n
k=1 xik = 1, i = 1, . . . , n,

xik =

{
1, i f item Ii is located at site Sk

0, otherwise.

(2)

The objective function in Equation (2) represents the sum of possibilities of cross-
selling for a given assignment. Each item must be located at one site by the constraint
∑n

k=1 xik = 1. Likewise, each site must hold only one item by the constraint ∑n
i=1 xik = 1.

According to ykl in the objective function, the possibility of cross-selling is added to the
objective value only if the two items are placed at sites near one another.

For example, suppose that six items are assigned to six sites and the lifts of two items
are given in Table 1. Lift has the characteristic that it is symmetric: lift (X→ Y) = lift (Y→ X).
Therefore, we give lifts of items in the form of a triangular matrix, as illustrated in Table 1.

Table 1. Exemplary lift values between 6 items.

A B C D E F

A - 1.6 0 1.3 0 1.2
B 1.6 - 1.1 1.4 0 1.3
C 0 1.1 - 1.3 1.5 0
D 1.3 1.4 1.3 - 0 1.3
E 0 0 1.5 0 - 1.3
F 1.2 1.3 0 1.3 1.3 -

Let us assume that the layout of the six sites and an item assignment are as shown
in Figure 1a,b, respectively. Let us denote Figure 1b as BASE_ASSIGN. Then, the total
possibility of cross-selling can be calculated as follows. Item C is placed near item B and
item E, and lift (C→ B) and lift (C→ E) are added to the total possibility of cross-selling,
i.e., 1.1 + 1.5. Likewise, the seven lifts of items placed in close proximity are added to the
total possibility of cross-selling. As a result, the total possibility of cross-selling is 1.1 + 1.3
+ 0 + 1.3 + 1.5 + 1.6 + 1.3 = 8.1.
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The task of item assignment is to search for an assignment plan that maximizes the
sum of the possibilities of cross-selling. The task is an NP problem, and various heuristic
algorithms of assignment can be conducted.

3. Item Assignment Based on Weighted Associations

This section proposes an item assignment problem based on weighted associations.
Since most of the decisions made in retail industries are related to sales and profits, the pro-
posed item assignment model, which considers the profits and frequencies of purchasing
items, is realistic and worthwhile.

3.1. Effects of Profit and Frequency

In Section 2, the final assignment of items for cross-selling was obtained based only
on the correlations between the items. However, these associations between the items do
not consider the profit increase due to cross-selling. Since all retailers are profit-seeking,
increased profit is a more important factor than the strength of correlations among items
for item assignment in a retail environment.

Given BASE_ASSIGN, assume that the expected profits increased due to cross-selling
are as shown in Table 2a. Then, the numbers considering both lifts and the profit is shown
in Table 2b. Allocating item C next to item D promotes more profit than placing item C
next to other items according to Table 2b. In the same sense, item B should be located next
to item F.

Table 2. (a) Expected profit increase due to cross-selling items. (b) Expected profit considering lifts.

(a) A B C D E F

A - 10 10 20 10 10
B 10 - 10 10 10 30
C 10 10 - 20 10 10
D 20 10 20 - 10 10
E 10 10 10 10 - 10
F 10 30 10 10 10 -

(b) A B C D E F

A - 16 0 26 0 12
B 16 - 11 14 0 39
C 0 11 - 26 15 0
D 26 14 26 - 0 13
E 0 0 15 0 - 13
F 12 39 0 13 13 -

As shown in Figure 2a, the item assignment, denoted as PROFIT_ASSIGN, is an
updated version from BASE_ASSIGN, considering profit as well as lifts. Logically, PROFIT_
ASSIGN is a better assignment than BASE_ASSIGN from an economic viewpoint.
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The PROFIT_ASSIGN in Figure 2a considers not only the associations between the
items but also the profit increase due to cross-selling. Note that the increased profit applied
to the item assignment problem is a unit profit for one occurrence of the purchased items.
Considering the frequency of purchasing items, in addition to profit, is a realistic approach
for the item assignment problem.

Suppose that the number of transactions containing items cross-sold in a database is
provided as shown in Table 3a. The numbers in Table 3 indicate how frequently the paired
items are sold. Then, the values in Table 3b correspond to expected profits by taking into
account the frequencies of occurrence as well as the lifts. The PROFIT_ASSIGN in Figure 3
needs to be changed when considering the frequencies of occurrence.
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Table 3. (a) Frequencies of occurrence (database size = 22,000). (b) Expected profit considering lifts
and frequencies.

(a) A B C D E F

A - 1000 1000 1000 1000 4000
B 1000 - 1000 4000 1000 1000
C 1000 1000 - 1000 3000 1000
D 1000 4000 1000 - 1000 1000
E - 1000 1000 1000 1000 4000
F 1000 - 1000 4000 1000 1000

(b) A B C D E F

A - 16,000 0 26,000 0 48,000
B 16,000 - 11,000 56,000 0 39,000
C 0 11,000 - 26,000 45,000 0
D 26,000 56,000 26,000 - 0 13,000
E - 16,000 0 26,000 0 48,000
F 16,000 - 11,000 56,000 0 39,000

For example, according to Table 3b, assigning item B next to item D can promote
higher sales than other assignments. In the same way, item C should be located next
to item E. The assignment denoted as PROF_FRE_ASSIGN in Figure 2b is an updated
version from PROFIT_ASSIGN, exchanging B and E with C and F, respectively. Then,
PROF_FRE_ASSIGN is a better assignment than PROFIT_ASSIGN when considering
increased profit as well as frequency.

3.2. Weighted Item Assignment Model

Section 3.1 discussed the influences of profit and frequency on item assignment plans.
In this section, we propose a weighted item assignment model that considers both profit
and frequency as in Equation (3), which is a modified model of Equation (2). Interestingly,
this optimization problem becomes a special case of the quadratic assignment problem
(QAP). In Equation (3), the weights of profit and frequency are multiplied:

Maximize ∑i 6=j, k 6=l wpro f it(Ii ,Ij)
× w f requcncy(Ii ,Ij)

× li f t
(

Ii → Ij
)
× xik × xjl × ykl

Subject to ∑n
i=1 xik = 1, k = 1, . . . , n,

∑n
k=1 xik = 1, i = 1, . . . , n,

xik =

{
1, i f item Ii is located at site Sk

0, otherwise.

(3)

Since the scales of profit and frequency are different depending on the problems, this
study used relative profit and relative frequency as weights of the model. Relative profits
were calculated by dividing the profit by the lowest increased profit among items. For
instance, since the lowest profit in Table 2a is $10, the relative profits are calculated by
dividing all profits by $10. Table 4 shows the relative profits obtained from Table 2a.

Table 4. Relative profit increased by cross-selling items.

A B C D E F

A - 1 1 2 1 1
B 1 - 1 1 1 3
C 1 1 - 1 1 1
D 21 1 1 - 1 1
E 1 1 1 1 - 1
F 1 3 1 1 1 -

Likewise, relative frequencies are calculated by dividing the frequencies by the lowest
frequency among all of them. By dividing all the frequencies in Table 3a by the lowest
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frequency, 1000, the relative frequencies can be obtained as in Table 5a. Then, we can
rewrite the weights in Table 3b with those in Table 5b.

Table 5. (a) Relative frequencies of occurrence. (b) Expected relative profit considering lifts and
frequencies.

(a) A B C D E F

A - 1 1 1 1 4
B 1 - 1 4 1 1
C 1 1 - 1 3 1
D 1 4 1 - 1 1
E 1 1 3 1 - 1
F 4 1 1 1 1 -

(b) A B C D E F

A - 1.6 0 2.6 0 4.8
B 1.6 - 1.1 5.6 0 3.9
C 0 1.1 - 2.6 4.5 0
D 2.6 5.6 2.6 - 0 1.3
E 0 0 4.5 0 - 1.3
F 4.8 3.9 0 1.3 1.3 -

According to the weighted item assignment, the objective values of Equation (3) for
BASE_ASSIGN, PROFIT_ASSIGN, and PRO_FRE_ASSIGN are 15, 18.4, and 21.4, respec-
tively, as shown in Table 6. This result verifies the superiority of PRO_FRE_ASSIGN among
the three assignments when considering both profits and frequencies. Since the weighted
item assignment model considers the three factors of association, profit, and frequency
among the items, the model can offer insight to decision-makers for finding the most
effective assignment of items for cross-selling.

Table 6. Relative profit increased by cross-selling items.

BASE_ASSIGN PROFIT_ASSIGN PROF_FRE_ASSIGN

Objective value
according to Equation (3)

1.6 + 2.6 + 1.1 + 3.9
+ 4.5 + 1.3 = 15

2.6 + 4.8 + 3.9 + 2.6
+ 4.5 = 18.4

2.6 + 4.8 + 5.6 + 3.9 +
4.5 = 21.4

4. Hybrid Genetic Algorithm to Search for Effective Item Assignments

To identify effective assignments in the weighted item assignment problem, we pro-
pose a hybrid genetic algorithm (HGA) that focuses on a rectangular layout of sites. We
describe the whole process of HGA in Figure 3. We first define a chromosome appropriately
to represent the proposed item assignment model. Then, we calculate the fitness of each
chromosome using the objective function in Equation (3). For the first generation, we
generate each chromosome up to a given population size by randomly assigning items
to a rectangular layout. With chromosomes in the population, we create new chromo-
somes through the process of selection, crossover, applying a robust tabu search, until the
generation counter reaches the given maximum number of generations. In the selection
procedure, if the genes of selected parents are the same, this will lead to producing the
same children. To avoid this problem, we replace both parents with randomly initialized
chromosomes when parents are the same. The abovementioned setting obviates the need
of mutation operation. Our observation in the proposed algorithm is that the exclusion of
mutation induces a simple parameter setting without compromising the performance.

4.1. Equivalence to the TSP Problem

First, we show that a special case of the proposed item assignment problem is equiv-
alent to a symmetric traveling salesman problem when the layout is circularly linked.
We prove this by transforming the symmetric traveling salesman problem into an item
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assignment problem. Let I = {I1, I2, . . . , In} be the set of cities and S = {S1, S2, . . . , Sn} be
the set of sites structured in a circularly linked form. In other words, the following site
configuration in Figure 4a is considered.
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Now, we allocate n cities to n sites, with one city at each site, which represents a
traveling sequence of the n cities. For example, for n = 4, the allocation of I2 at S1, I3
at S2, I1 at S3, and I4 at S4 represents a traveling sequence, I2 → I3 → I1 → I4 → I2. It
is straightforward that a traveling sequence of the n cities is mapped to an allocation of
the n cities to form the circularly linked layout, and the mapping is one-to-one. Now,
we formulate a symmetric traveling salesman problem given a circularly linked layout S.
Suppose that cij is the distance between city i and city j; xi,j is 1 if city Ii is located at site Sj
and 0 otherwise, and yij is 1 if site Si is adjacent to Sj and 0 otherwise. For a given layout S,
yij is given, and xij is a decision variable. Since cij × xi,k × xj,k+1 is a traveling cost from the
k-th visiting city (i) to the (k + 1)-th visiting city (j), the total cost to minimize is given by

∑i=1 ∑j 6=i cij × xi,1 × xj,2 + cij × xi,2 × xj,3 + · · ·+ cij × xi,n−1 × xj,n + cji × xj,n × xi,1= ∑i 6=j,k 6=l cij × xi,k × xj,l × yk,l (4)

with the constraints that each city i should be visited once, ∑n
k=1 xi,k = 1, and

each site k should be taken once, ∑n
i=1 xi,k = 1. For example, a traveling sequence,

I2 → I3 → I1 → I4 → I2, will have its objective value calculated by c23 × x2,1 × x3,2 + c31 ×
x3,2× x1,3 + c14× x1,3× x4,4 + c42× x4,4× x2,1 = c23 + c31 + c14 + c41 with only x2,1 = x3,2
= x1,3 = x4,4 = 1 among the decision variables. Thus, we rewrite the symmetric TSP as the
following minimization programming:

Minimize ∑i 6=j,k 6=l cij × xik × xjl × ykl
Subject to ∑n

i=1 xik = 1, k = 1, . . . , n,
∑n

k=1 xik = 1, i = 1, . . . , n,

xik =

{
1, i f item Ii is located at site Sk

0, otherwise.

(5)

Equation (5) has the same structure as Equation (3) except that TSP is a minimization
problem. Thus, we conclude that the proposed model in Equation (5) is a general case
of TSP.

4.2. Definition of A Rectangular Chromosome

We design a rectangular-shape chromosome to apply a genetic algorithm on the item
assignment problem. In the rectangular chromosome, an assignment of items is represented
in a matrix format. Suppose, an item set I is given by I = {I11, I12, . . . , Imn} and a site set
S = {S11, S12, . . . , Smn} is given with a rectangular layout with m rows and n columns, as
shown in Figure 4b.
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When items I11, I12, . . . , Imn are assigned to sites S11, S12, . . . , Smn, we represent them
with the following rectangular chromosome r = [rij]:

r =


r11 r12 · · · r1n
r21 r22 · · · r2n
...

...
. . .

...
rm1 rm1 · · · rmn

,

where rij indicates an item assigned at the site corresponding to site s_ij. For example, we
represent the item assignment in Figure 2b as a rectangular chromosome with numeric
encoding [421653].

In this representation, the fitness value of the chromosome, which is the total possibil-
ity of cross-selling, can be calculated using Equation (3) as follows:

∑m−1
i=1 ∑n

j=1 wpro f it(rij ,r(i+1)j)
× w f requcncy(rij ,r(i+1)j)

× li f t
(

rij → r(i+1)j

)
+

∑m
i=1 ∑n−1

j=1 wpro f it(rij ,ri(j+1))
× w f requcncy(rij ,ri(j+1))

× li f t
(

rij → ri(j+1)

)
.

(6)

4.3. Robust Tabu Search

To cope with the complexity of the proposed model with a rectangular layout, we
adopt a robust tabu search (RTS) [23,25,26] as a local optimization step. Tabu search starts
with approaching a local minimum and records recent moves in a tabu list. The tabu list
forms adaptive memory to explore better solutions, and the size of tabu list decides a
degree of diversification and intensification. While a large size of tabu list encourages
the algorithm to avoid stagnation, a smaller size of tabu list encourages to produce local
best solutions to be located around. Tabu search also uses aspiration criteria to allow
for exceptions from the tabu list whenever such moves lead to a better result. Taillard’s
RTS makes use of a short-term memory and multiple levels of aspiration criteria. Short-
term memory prevents the algorithm from revisiting recently visited solutions, which can
produce high-quality results. However, long-term memory for diversification drives the
search to promising solutions. RTS utilizes tabu list sizes, aspiration, and the number
of iterations as parameters. In HGA, we set tabu list sizes to between [0.9 × n, 1.1 × n]
(where n is the problem size) and aspiration to 10n2, which are large enough to explore
wide search space by allowing to escape from local optima. Often a larger number of
iterations produce better solutions, and we set the number of iterations to 2000. Since the
proposed method, being evolutionary, reuses previous found solutions, it can gradually
approach better local optima as a generation increases. Algorithm 1 provides the details of
the adopted RTS algorithm.
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Algorithm 1: Robust Tabu Search Algorithm

1: authorized: if a move is not tabu, it is authorized.
2: aspired: Allow tabu moves if they are decided to be interesting.
3: tabu_list: A list to forbid reverse move.
4: Function RobustTabuSearch (bestPerm, flow, dist, minSize, maxSize, aspiration,
numIters)
5: n = size of bestPerm;
6: bestCost = fitness of bestPerm;
7: curCost = bestCost;
8: curPerm = bestPerm;
9: for (I = 0; I < n; I ++) do
10: for (j = 0; j < n; j ++) do
11: tabu_list[i][j] = −(n * I + j);
12: if (I < j) then
13: delta[i][j] = compute_delta (curPerm, i, j);
14: end if
15: end for
16: end for
17: for (iter = 0; iter < numIters; iter ++) do
18: i_retained = infinite;
19: min_delta = infinite;
20: already_inspired = false;
21: for (I = 0; I < n − 1; I ++) do
22: for (j = I + 1; j < n; j ++) do
23: authorized = (tabu_list[i][j] < iter) || (tabu_list[j][curPerm[i]]
< iter);
24: aspired = (tabu_list[i][p[j]] < iter-aspiration) ||
25: (tabu_list[j][p[i]] < iter-aspiration) ||
26: (curCost + delta[i][j] < bestCost);
27: if ((aspired &&!already_aspired) ||
28: (aspired && already_aspired && (delta[i][j] < min_delta))
||
29: (!aspired &&!already_aspired && (delta[i][j] < min_delta)
&& authorized)) then
30: i_retained = i;
31: j_retained = j;
32: min_delta = delta[i][j];
33: if (aspired) then
34: already_aspired = true;
35: end if
36: end if
37: end for
38: end for
39: if (i_retained! = infinite) then
40: swap(curPerm[i_retained], curPerm[j_retained]);
41: curCost = curCost + delta[i_retained][j_retained];
42: tabu_list[i_retained][curPerm[j_retained]] = iter + unif(minSize,
maxSize);
43: tabu_list[j_retained][curPerm[i_retained]] = iter + unif(minSize,
maxSize);
44: if (curCost < bestCost) then
45: bestCost = curCost;
46: bestPerm = curPerm;
47: end if
48: end if
49: for (i = 0; i < n − 1; i++) do
50: for (j = i + 1; j < n; j++) do
51: if (i! = i_retained && i! = j_retained && j! = i_retained && j!
= j_retained) then
52: delta[i][j] = compute_delta_part(curPerm, delta, i, j,
i_retained, j_retained);
53: else
54: delta[i][j] = compute_delta(curPerm, i, j);
55: end if
56: end for
57: end for
58: end for
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4.4. Rectangular Partially Matched Crossover

In the proposed genetic algorithm, we use tournament selection [32] to determine
parents. After selecting chromosomes up to a tournament size, which is set to three in this
study, from a population at random, we choose the best and the second-best chromosomes
as the parents based on their objective values. In addition, we propose rectangular par-
tially matched crossover (RPMX), which effectively adapts a partially matched crossover
(PMX) operator to the item assignment model. PMX uses a vector-format chromosome
and randomly finds two cut points from parent chromosomes, performing mapping and
exchanging to produce a feasible solution while RPMX uses a matrix-format chromosome.
RPMX selects two cut points each from both row and column sides to choose a preserved
area in a rectangular chromosome. As shown in Figure 5, e.g., the first cut point from the
rows is between the second and third rows, and the second one is the end of the rows.
Likewise, the first cut point from the columns is between the first and second columns, and
the second one is between the fourth and fifth columns. Let us denote the set of selected
genes as u1 and u2, respectively. For example, u1 is {1,4,5,7,8,9,10,12,18}, colored orange
in Figure 5. On each parent pi, we map u1 to keep the offspring oi intact, and the rest
of the genes for each parent are copied onto the other offspring after exchanging them
to produce feasible solutions. In the process, we obtain conflicted genes in parent p1 as
u2 – u1 ∩ u2 and those in parent p2 as u1 – u1 ∩ u2. For example, in Figure 5, u1 ∩ u2 is
{1,5,8,10,18}, and the conflicted genes in parent p1 is u2 − {1,5,8,10,18}, colored in white in
the first row of the figure. Then, we obtain unconflicted genes as p1 − u1 ∪ u2 and p2 − u1
∪ u2, respectively, in each parent, exchanging them to construct offsprings. For example,
the unconflicted genes are highlighted in blue in Figure 5, i.e., the blue-colored genes on
each parent are copied onto the other offspring intact since they have no conflict to produce
feasible solution, while the white-colored genes are copied after exchanging procedure,
and the orange-colored genes are kept intact as they were in each parent.
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5. Experiments

In this section, we demonstrate the application of the item assignment models based
on association and the effectiveness of the proposed HGA with QAPLIB instances and
synthetic problems designed for item assignment situations. We compare the method with
a few state-of-the-art algorithms. We carry out experiments in the Java language on an Intel
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Core 3.6 GHz PC, and the implemented codes and datasets are available via the following
GitHub url: https://github.com/bzantium/HGA-RPMX (accessed on 19 January 2021).

5.1. Tuning the Parameters of HGA

The time performance of the proposed algorithm varies depending on two main
parameters: population size and maximum generation number. Besides, execution time
linearly increases in proportion to the maximum generation number since it is a stopping
criterion in the algorithm. According to the practice in the QAP literature, however, it
is common to use maximum time limit for fair evaluation of the performance. Thus, to
properly tune parameters, we set maximum generation number to infinite, fixing maximum
time limit to 30 min. In Figure 6, for the problem of tai60a, we provide boxplots of
30 repeated percentage deviations from the published best-known solution with increasing
population size ranging from 10 to 100. The reason we choose tai60a for tuning parameters
is that it is a fairly hard problem of a moderate size.
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We observe performance is not substantially different along with population size,
meaning that population size has little effect on the performance of the proposed algorithm.
Therefore, we simply decide to use population size 20, which has the minimum sample
average under the infinite maximum-generation number. Instead, we use a 2-h maximum
time limit for a practical purpose to test the proposed HGA on all the following comparative
experiments. Settings of parameters are summarized in Table 7.

Table 7. Parameter setting for the proposed hybrid genetic algorithm (HGA).

Parameters Value

Population size 20
Maximum generation number Infinite
Maximum time limit 2 h
Tabu list sizes [0.9n, 1.1n]
Aspiration 10× n2

Number of iterations 2000

https://github.com/bzantium/HGA-RPMX
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5.2. Experimental Results and Comparisons on the QAPLIB

QAPLIB is the most popular collection of instances for QAP to evaluate performances
of a new algorithm by comparing with other methods. In this part of experiments, we
compare our proposed HGA with TLBO-RTS and ABC-QAP in terms of averaged percent-
age deviation (APD) from the best-known solution (BKS) value of the problem instances
given by QAPLIB and averaged execution time (denoted by “min.” in Table 8) to reach
the reported result. We also take into account the number of reaching an optimal or BKS
over 10 repeated executions. Since small and easy instances from the collection are easily
and fast solved with no substantial differences between state-of-the-art algorithms, we
present the results of challenging instances. Table 8 shows comparative results on the
selected 19 instances. In this comparison, 255 number of processors were used in parallel
for ABC-QAP algorithm. The proposed HGA outperformed the tested methods in the 15
problems, and it was both the most accurate and the fastest in terms of the average time in
the 7 problems.

Table 8. Comparison of the teaching-learning-based optimization using robust tabu search (TLBO-
RTS), RTS-integrated artificial bee colony (ABC) optimization for QAP (ABC-QAP), and HGA on
synthetic data.

Problem BKS
TLBO-RTS ABC-QAP Proposed HGA

APD Min. APD Min. APD Min.

tai40a 3,139,370 0.440(0) 2.3 0.000(10) 4.0 0.000(10) 41.4
tai50a 4,938,796 0.961(0) 4.4 0.312(0) 19.8 0.241(1) 58.5
tai60a 7,205,962 1.098(0) 7.6 0.449(0) 34.0 * 0.335(0) 71.8
tai80a 13,499,184 1.124(0) 18.8 0.817(0) 83.5 * 0.603(0) 52.9
tai100a 21,052,466 1.091(0) 36.1 0.614(0) 173.0 0.573(0) 47.6
tai50b 458,821,517 0.000(10) 4.2 0.000(10) 1.6 0.000(10) 0.8
tai60b 608,215,054 0.000(10) 7.2 0.000(10) 0.7 0.000(10) 0.8
tai80b 818,415,043 0.005(0) 17.5 0.000(10) 8.0 0.000(10) 10.4
tai100b 1,185,996,137 0.027(2) 35.7 0.000(10) 164.7 0.024(8) 18.4
sko72 48,498 0.024(0) 13.2 0.000(10) 7.0 0.000(10) 3.3
sko81 66,256 - - 0.000(10) 15.2 0.000(10) 15.5
sko90 90,998 0.049(0) 25.2 0.000(10) 14.7 0.000(10) 12.9
sko100a 115,534 0.064(0) 35.7 0.008(0) 170.6 * 0.003(8) 28.1
sko100b 152,002 0.005(0) 35.7 0.000(10) 127.8 0.000(10) 38.6
sko100c 147,862 0.019(0) 35.7 0.000(10) 48.3 0.000(7) 41.7
sko100d 149,576 0.031(0) 35.7 0.000(10) 45.9 0.000(10) 28.4
sko100e 149,150 0.023(0) 35.7 0.000(10) 42.0 0.000(10) 23.1
sko100f 149,036 0.047(0) 35.7 0.000(10) 28.3 0.002(7) 22.0
wil100 273,038 0.010(0) 36.1 0.000(10) 10.4 0.001(6) 31.5

Average 0.279 23.5 0.116 52.6 0.094 28.8
Column “APD” stands for the average percentage deviation from the best-found solution from all trials, and
column “Min.” average time to reach the found fitness values in minutes. “*” means the HGA result is statistically
significant with significance level of 0.01 compared to ABC-QAP.

From Table 8, we observe that HGA shows competitive and better performance on
all instance except only a few, finding the best-known solution for 16 out of 19 instances.
Especially, for harder instances, tai40a, tai50a, tai60a, tai80a, and tai100a, it consistently
outperforms the other algorithms.

5.3. Synthetic Experimental Design

We also tested the hybrid genetic algorithm using synthetic data including lifts, relative
profits, and relative frequencies of items. Table 9 shows the range of the parameters set
for the synthetic data. Lifts between the two items are randomly generated as a value
within the range of 1 to 1.4 with probability of 0.9 otherwise 0. Relative profits and relative
frequencies between the two items are randomly generated within the range of 1 to 4.
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Table 9. Parameters used generate synthetic data.

Parameters Range

Lift 1 to 1.4 or 0
Relative profit 1 to 4
Relative frequency 1 to 4

The synthetic databases shown in Table 10 are used in these experiments. The layouts
of the sites in Table 10 are rectangular layouts of sites in which all the items are assigned.
The synthetic databases consist of the table of lifts, table of relative profits, and table of
relative frequencies. For example, the table of lifts for DB4 in Table 10 is a 225× 225 matrix
with values from 1 to 1.4 or zero, and tables of relative profits and relative frequencies are
225× 225 matrices with values from 1 to 4.

Table 10. Synthetic databases (boldfaced) and the layout of sites.

DB1 DB2 DB3 DB4

Number of items 50 100 150 225
Layout of sites 10× 5 10× 10 10× 15 15× 15

5.4. Comparison of Assignment Models

In order to verify the superiority of the weighted item assignment model, three
types of assignment models were compared, as shown in Table 11. Each assignment was
optimized by the proposed algorithm with only one maximum generation number. The first
assignment, denoted as (A), was updated from the initial assignment when considering
only lifts. The fitness values in column (A) were calculated according to Equation (2).
The second assignment was denoted as (B) and was updated from the initial assignment
when considering both lifts and relative profits. Denoted as (C), the third assignment was
updated from the initial assignment when considering lifts, relative profits, and relative
frequencies. The numbers in column (C) are the fitness values of Equation (3).

Table 11. Comparison of three assignments considering different factors: (A) lifts; (B) lifts and relative
profits; and (C) lifts, relative profits, and relative frequencies.

DB (A) (B) (C) (C)/(A) (C)/(B)

DB1 1328.2 1856.8 2256.2 1.70 1.22

DB2 2767.8 4035.6 4967.8 1.79 1.23

DB3 4146.8 6204.4 7812.4 1.88 1.26

DB4 6253.8 9571.4 12,121.0 1.94 1.27

Table 11 shows that the assignments denoted as (C) are better solutions when com-
pared to the other assignments. For example, according to the experimental results of
DB4, if retailers assign items to sites based on (A), which only considers lifts, they will lose
around 94% of the chance of gaining profits compared to assignment (C). In addition, plac-
ing items at sites based on (C) increases the chance of sales by 27% more than assignment
(B), which only accounts for lifts and relative profits. The experimental results in Table 11
demonstrated that the weighted item assignment model can mimic real situations in retail
more accurately than the previous model that considered only lifts and even shows better
performances as the problem size increases.

5.5. Comparison of HGA Using Different Crossover

We performed experiments to compare the proposed crossover, RPMX, in HGA with
several existing crossover operators, position-based crossover (POS) [33] and uniform
crossover (UX) [34]. Note that position-based crossover, possessing the same structure as
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RPMX, is different on how to choose exchanging genes. We compared the performance
of crossover methods, RPMX, POS, and UX, using DB1, DB2, DB3, and DB4 in the item
allocation situation. We present averaged fitness value and average time for each synthetic
data in Table 12. We note that RPMX consistently outperforms the other crossover methods
in terms of averaged fitness within comparative computational time.

Table 12. Computational results of the proposed HGA integrating different crossover operators.

Instance
POS UX RPMX

Fitness Min. Fitness Min. Fitness Min.

DB1 2305.6 68.3 2303.2 53.6 * 2306.0 16.2
DB2 5033.0 29.6 5029.4 57.0 * 5105.8 49.7
DB3 7891.0 38.8 7894.6 61.8 * 8040.4 69.8
DB4 12,228.8 52.6 12,226.8 54.5 * 12,464.8 78.7

“Fitness” and “Min.” represent averaged fitness and average time to reach the found fitness values in minutes,
respectively. “*” means that rectangular partially matched crossover (RPMX) is statistically significant with
significance level of 0.01 in comparison with other crossover methods by two-way ANOVA for each instance.

5.6. Experimental Results and Comparison on the Synthetic Data

We evaluate the performance of the HGA on the synthetic data. Compared with TLBO-
RTS and ABC-QAP, the proposed method HGA consistently outperforms the state-of-the-
art algorithms in all databases. Table 13 shows the best-found solution (BFS) from trials,
the averaged fitness value, averaged percentage deviation from BFS, and the averaged time
to reach the reported fitness over 10 repeated executions for each database. All best-found
solutions are derived by the proposed HGA.

Table 13. Comparison of the TLBO-RTS, ABC-QAP, and HGA on synthetic data.

Instance BFS TLBO-RTS ABC-QAP Proposed HGA

Fitness APD Min. Fitness APD Min. Fitness APD Min.

DB1 2306 2281.6 1.058 4.5 2295.8 0.442 45.3 *
2306.0 0.000 16.2

DB2 5162 5027.0 2.615 29.6 5037.8 2.406 55.9 *
5105.8 1.089 49.7

DB3 8086 7898.8 2.315 29.0 7925.2 1.989 76.5 *
8040.4 0.564 69.8

DB4 12,554 12,301.6 2.011 39.3 12,310.0 1.944 57.5 *
12,464.8 0.711 78.7

Column “APD” stands for the average percentage deviation from the best-found solution from all trials. Columns
“fitness” and “min.” represent averaged fitness and average time to reach the found fitness values in minutes,
respectively. “*” means that rectangular partially matched crossover (RPMX) is statistically significant with
significance level of 0.01 in comparison with ABC-QAP by paired t test for each instance.

We observe that the proposed HGA method consistently outperformed the other
methods in all the databases in terms of fitness and APD. As can be seen above, HGA
produced better solutions (higher fitness values) with substantially low deviation while
keeping up competitive computational time for the tested problems in all instances. These
results demonstrate that our proposed algorithm is effective, in particular, for weighted
item assignment situations. Finally, we show averaged fitness values with 50 repetitions
according to the maximum time limit from 30 to 150 min with step size 30 for DB2 in
Figure 7 to demonstrate the convergence of the proposed method. The values increase as
the maximum time limit increases with a trend of saturation.
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6. Conclusions

This work proposes an item assignment model based on association rule mining
to achieve a more realistic assignment model for the retail industry. Strong associations
between the items can be used by retailers to position-correlated items close together for
cross-selling. However, the strength of the association and the information regarding
the profit and frequency of purchasing items are crucial factors for determining effective
item assignments. This study suggests a profitable item assignment model combining
association with profit and frequency and also proposes a hybrid genetic algorithm to find
the most effective assignment. Lift was used to measure the strength of the associations.
The absolute profits that increased due to cross-selling items were transformed into relative
profits to mitigate gaps in the scale. The frequencies of cross-selling items were also
transformed to their relative values. To test the effectiveness of the proposed weighted item
assignment model, we tested three assignment types. The first assignment included only
information for lifts. The second assignment was based on both lifts and profits. The third
assignment considered lifts, profits, and frequencies. The experimental results showed
that item assignment based on the third assignment increased the chance of gaining profits
more than the other assignments. The results verified the superiority of the profitable item
assignment model combining association, profit, and frequency. In addition, we performed
two more experiments to compare the proposed hybrid genetic algorithm with state-of-the-
art algorithms and the proposed crossover operator with other crossover operators. The
tests showed that the proposed hybrid genetic algorithm, HGA, consistently provides a
better solution in a reasonable computation time for the tested databases compared to the
other methods. We showed that the proposed model, a quadratic assignment problem, is
a general case of traveling sales problems. The proposed genetic algorithm is equipped
with a specially designed gene, suitable for a layout representation, and its associated
rectangular partially matched crossover. The weakness of the proposed method is a lack of
theoretical analysis, which is inherent in metaheuristic algorithms. As a future research
direction, research considering qualitative factors such as shopping path and layout type
should be conducted in practical retail environments to provide a more realistic model
for retail purposes. We also envision extending it to other assignment problems such as
multi-mode multi-user traffic assignment problem in urban transportation networks.
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